FOBISIA
Differentiated Learning in Chinese for Primary Educators
4th – 5th March 2016 8:45 – 15:00
Hosted by Tanglin Trust School Singapore

During the Job Alike Workshop (JAWs) there will be an opportunity to network with teachers from other FOBISIA schools to share experiences and effective practice on differentiated learning in Chinese for Primary pupils.

We expect educators who attend this JAWs to leave with an understanding of methods for differentiation in Mandarin classes, along with some strategies and techniques for planning and conducting lessons. One of the main highlights will be the use of iPads in class to support differentiated learning.

The JAWs will offer detailed insight into:

- Differentiation strategies
- How to plan a differentiated lesson
- A range of practical strategies from Nursery to Year 6
- How to support differentiation with iPads in Mandarin

Other suggestions are welcomed!

Accommodation:
The recommended hotel is The Park Avenue Rochester Hotel which is about 10 minutes from school.
The contact email for booking reservation at the Park Avenue Rochester Hotel is pareservations@uel.sg
When you email them, please include Kumari kumari.manikam@tts.edu.sg and Naz Mohammad.Nazri@tts.edu.sg so that the corporate rates are given to you. Superior rooms are $250.

Transport:
This will be provided between The Rochester hotel and the school daily

Registration:
Please click here to register by the 15th February.

Cost:
$50 to be paid on arrival in cash

If you have any questions please contact cpd@tts.edu.sg